ABSTRACT

Era technology as it is now, the public is very dependent on a sophisticated tools, one of which is Android based mobile phone. Modern society is currently using Android to diverse needs, for example: electronic messaging, entertainment, surf in virtual world, social media, up to the game. Not be denied again that Android is now a part of the life of modern society.

With respect to the above matters, then the surveyors laid out the front-end application for android-based borrowing room dikotrol by admin in order to make it easier for students to borrow for purposes of academic or non-academic. Stages of the method used in the making of this application is through the analysis, design, implementation, application design and final testing phase.

The purpose of the application front-end drummed is expected to simplify the borrower's room from the client side to be controlled via the admin in order to make it easier to borrow.
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